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Olivine-hosted melt inclusions (MIs) are widely used as a tool to study the early stages of
magmatic evolution. There are a series of processes that affect MI compositions after
trapping, including post-entrapment crystallization (PEC) of the host mineral at the MI
boundaries, exsolution of volatile phases into a “shrinkage bubble” and diffusive exchange
between a MI and its host. Classical correction schemes applied to olivine-hosted MIs
include PEC correction through addition of olivine back to the melt until it reaches
equilibrium with the host composition and “Fe-loss” correction due to Fe-Mg diffusive
exchange. These corrections rely on the assumption that the original host composition is
preserved. However, for many volcanic samples the crystal cargo is thought to be
antecrystic, and the olivine composition may thus have been completely re-equilibrated
during long crystal storage times. Here, we develop a novel MI correction scheme that is
applicable when the original host crystal composition has not been preserved and the initial
MI composition variability can be represented by simple fractional crystallization (FC). The
new scheme allows correction of MI compositions in antecrystic hosts with long and varied
temperature histories. The correction fits a set of MI compositions to modelled liquid lines
of descent generated by FC. A MATLAB

®
script (called MushPEC) iterates FC simulations

using the rhyolite-MELTS algorithm. In addition to obtaining the corrected MI
compositions, the application of this methodology provides estimations of magmatic
conditions during MI entrapment. A set of MIs hosted in olivine crystals of homogeneous
composition (Fo77–78) from a basaltic tephra of Akita-Komagatake volcano was used to
test themethodology. The tephra sample shows evidence of re-equilibration of theMIs to a
narrow Mg# range equivalent to the carrier melt composition. The correction shows that
olivine hosts were stored in the upper crust (c. 125 – 150MPa) at undersaturated H2O
contents of c. 1 – 2 wt% H2O).
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INTRODUCTION

Melt inclusions (MIs) have been widely used in the study of
magmatic processes, as they can constitute snapshots of primary
to pre-eruptive magmatic conditions (e.g., Lowenstern, 1995;
Danyushevsky et al., 2002a; Danyushevsky et al., 2004; Kelley
et al., 2006; Kent, 2008; Kelley et al., 2010; Cannatelli et al., 2016).
MIs have been the focus of many studies due to the believe that
they can retain the volatile content of the melt that would
otherwise be exsolved during eruption (e.g., Johnson et al.,
1996; Blundy and Cashman, 2001; Hauri, 2002; Sours-Page
et al., 2002; Métrich and Wallace, 2008; Reubi and Blundy,
2009; Blundy et al., 2010; Vigouroux et al., 2012; Rose-Koga
et al., 2014; Donovan et al., 2018) and that glassy MIs closely
represent the melt composition at a particular stage of magmatic
evolution, without contamination by the crystal cargo of the
magma, which can affect the whole rock composition by
phenocryst (± antecryst ± xenocryst) accumulation.
Nonetheless, MIs are subjected to a series of post-entrapment
processes that affect their compositions, and careful assessment is
required to identify and correct for these processes. Olivine-
hosted MIs are especially valuable for the study of primary
magma compositions. This mineral phase is usually the first to
crystallize from mafic melts, and the post-entrapment processes
are well understood. These processes are easy to correct for
because of the simplicity of the olivine structure and because
relevant diffusion of major elements is reduced to Fe-Mg
exchange (Danyushevsky et al., 2000). The use of these MIs
for studies of primary magmas has typically been restricted to
primitive olivine compositions (Fo > 80) where the original
olivine composition is thought to be preserved and MI
compositions are close to that of the primary magma.

A detailed summary of the post-entrapment processes suffered
by MIs can be found in Kent (2008). The processes that can
change the compositions of MIs after trapping in olivine crystals
can be summarized as:

(1) Crystallization of olivine at the host-inclusion interface
during cooling/decompression of the system. This process
is commonly known as post-entrapment crystallization
(PEC) of the host mineral.

(2) PEC of other daughter mineral phases from the MI volume.
(3) Volatile loss to the shrinkage bubble formed inside the MI

(e.g., Wallace et al., 2015).
(4) Volatile loss by exsolution and inclusion rupture

(decrepitation; e.g., Maclennan, 2017).
(5) Diffusive exchange of elements (re-equilibration) between

inclusion and host.

The focus of this study is on glassy MIs, so the formation of
daughter minerals is not considered here. It has been
demonstrated that the main volatile exsolved to the shrinkage
bubble in MIs trapped at elevated pressures is CO2, and there are
methods available to measure or to estimate the CO2 content of
the bubble (e.g., Fall et al., 2011; Hartley et al., 2014; Moore et al.,
2015; Aster et al., 2016; Moore et al., 2018). Nonetheless,
significant amounts of H2O (and S) have been detected in

shrinkage bubbles of MIs trapped at upper crust pressures
(e.g., Robidoux et al., 2018). The most important diffusion
reactions occurring during olivine re-equilibration are H+

diffusion between inclusion and magma through the olivine
walls (Roedder, 1979; Demouchy and Mackwell, 2006) and the
“Fe-loss” process (Danyushevsky et al., 2000), which involves an
interplay between PEC and Fe-Mg interdiffusion. High H+

diffusivity in olivine implies high water permeability. Usually,
the H2O contents ofMIs are expected to be lower than their initial
concentrations, due to outward H+ diffusion caused by H2O
vapor exsolution during magma ascent (Hartley et al., 2015;
Turner et al., 2017). It has also been shown that H+ may
diffuse into the MI when H2O is concentrated in the magma
(Hartley et al., 2017). Regarding magma H2O contents, the
permeable nature of olivine to H+ means that inferences made
from olivine-hosted MI analysis are not straightforward.
Compositional changes in the MI due to PEC or diffusive
exchange can produce compositional heterogeneities in the MI
glass when not enough time is available for melt diffusive re-
equilibration (e.g., Danyushevsky et al., 2000; Newcombe et al.,
2014). Zonation of major and trace elements generated by
diffusion with the depleted boundary layer in the MI wall is
likely to occur during post entrapment processes triggered during
ascent and eruption, when there is not enough time for diffusive
re-equilibration within the MI.

Here, we consider the processes that change the major element
composition of the MI through olivine crystallization and Fe-Mg
diffusion. In the rest of the text, PEC will be used to refer only to
the post-entrapment crystallization of the host mineral in the MI
rims. The classical view on how these processes affect olivine-
hosted MI compositions after trapping and how to correct for
them are described in detail by Danyushevsky et al. (2000), and
the correction calculations can be performed using the software
Petrolog (Danyushevsky and Plechov, 2011). During entrapment,
the MI composition should be in equilibrium with its host olivine
crystal. PEC occurs on the wall of theMI, where the newly formed
olivine is progressively more Fe-rich as melt Fe/Mg increases by
olivine fractionation. By knowing the host crystal composition
and the final melt composition, the original major element
composition can be backtracked by stepwise addition of
equilibrium olivine to the MI until it reaches equilibrium with
the host crystal. Danyushevsky et al. (2000) showed that the PEC
corrected MI total FeO (FeOt) contents for a set of MIs were
usually lower than the trend defined by the whole rock data. This
is thought to be caused by Fe-Mg diffusion between the host
olivine and the newly formed olivine during PEC. If the rate of
PEC is slow enough, the newly formed olivine that is higher in Fe
will lose Fe and gain Mg through diffusion with the host olivine
and Mg will also diffuse into (and Fe out of) the MIs. This
exchange increases the olivine liquidus temperature of the MI,
triggering additional olivine crystallization. The process is known
as “Fe-loss, and Danyushevsky et al. (2000) designed a
methodology for correcting its effect on the MI composition,
which are incorporated in the Petrolog software. If total re-
equilibration of the MI with the host has not been achieved,
the original MI composition can be reconstructed from the shape
of the diffusion profile of the MI (Danyushevsky et al., 2002b), or
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in case that no profiles are available or no clear profile is
distinguishable in the MI, the original MI composition can be
calculated by assigning an estimated original FeOt content to the
MI before PEC and Fe-loss. These methodologies are usually
applied assuming that the olivine host composition is preserved
and that the corrected MI composition is an estimation of the
original composition during entrapment. If the olivine-hosts have
been stored in steady state conditions for enough time, their
compositions and the compositions of their hosted MIs will have
reached an equilibrium composition with the carrier melt. Then,
later post-entrapment processes displace the MIs from
equilibrium during remobilization and eruption, and when
applying the PEC and Fe-loss corrections, the corrected MI
compositions would be an estimation of the storage
conditions, not necessarily equivalent to the composition at
entrapment. This would mainly affect the MgO and FeO
estimation of the melt and give erroneous estimations of
parental magma compositions.

In this paper, we develop a novel approach for PEC and Fe-Mg
diffusion correction of olivine-hosted glassy MIs, which can be
applied to a genetically related population of MIs that have been
entrapped during co-crystallization of other mineral phases (e.g.,
pyroxene, plagioclase) and that have suffered widespread Fe-Mg
diffusive re-equilibration. The methodology relies on fitting the
MI trend to fractional crystallization (FC) models iteratively
generated using the rhyolite-MELTS algorithm (Ghiorso and
Sack, 1995; Asimow and Ghiorso, 1998; Gualda et al., 2012)
via the alphaMELTS2 front end (Smith and Asimow, 2005). A
MATLAB® script (called MushPEC) was written to automate FC
model generation and PEC correction calculations. We then use
the MushPEC script to correct a population of olivine-hostedMIs
from a volcanic sample derived from the NE Japan arc (Akita-
Komagatake volcano) as a worked example.

Post-Entrapment Processes for Antecrystic
Olivine-Hosts
In many cases it has been proposed that much of the crystal
cargo observed in volcanic samples is antecrystic (e.g., Jerram
and Martin, 2008; Zellmer et al., 2014; Zellmer et al., 2016).
This means many crystals that are stored at depth in highly
crystalline magmatic mushes get remobilized and picked up by
newly intruded magma batches, which carry the crystals to the
surface. During long residence times at elevated temperatures,
olivine crystals and their hosted MIs may thus be re-
equilibrated to the Fe/Mg ratio of the surrounding
interstitial melt, where the “Fe-loss” suffered by the MI is
overprinted by total re-equilibration during storage. Gaetani
and Watson (2000) have previously discussed the possibility of
diffusion re-equilibration affecting FeO and MgO systematics
in olivine-hosted MIs subjected to slow cooling rates.
Thomson and Maclennan (2013) performed a statistical
model of olivine compositions in Icelandic basalts and
picrites. They explain the homogeneous olivine populations,
which are more magnesian than the ones in equilibrium with
their carrier melts, to be stored for long times and re-
equilibrated in mush piles before being picked-up and

erupted. Long storage time of olivine mush piles have also
been identified in the Kilauea volcano plumbing system
(Wieser et al., 2019).

With remobilization of the stored olivine crystals, a second
stage of PEC can occur before eruption. As the original host
composition and the “Fe-loss” signal of the MI have been
overwritten, any constraints needed to apply the classical
correction scheme of Danyushevsky et al. (2000) to recover
the original melt compositions at the moment of entrapment
are lost. Using this methodology would recover the storage
conditions just before ascent and eruption. The processes of
PEC and Fe-Mg interdiffusion can be differentiated from each
other by studying the MI compositions in mol% instead of wt%.
This way, the concentrations of every element but MgO and FeOt
are affected only by olivine fractionation and not by Fe-Mg
exchange. The total MgO + FeOt is also not affected by Fe-
Mg exchange or olivine composition.

Figure 1 shows an example of the processes that MIs in
antecrystic olivine hosts may have suffered and how this affects
the FeOt vs. MgO trends in comparison to simple PEC and Fe-loss
for quickly extruded phenocrysts. These compositions were
generated by modelling the post-entrapment processes on a set of
melt compositions produced by a FC model using rhyolite-MELTS.
This forward model of post-entrapment processes is based on the
calculations of Danyushevsky et al. (2000) and a detailed explanation
of these equations are found in the Supplementary Material. The
model is divided into three phases. In phase 1 (P1), PEC and Fe-loss
processes occur asMIs are trapped and the magma is slowly cooling,
and FC is progressing in the melt. As cooling is slow, the Fe-loss
process is expected to be near its maximum, maintaining the MI
equilibrium with the olivine host composition. P1 ends at a
temperature 10 °C below that of entrapment of the most
differentiated MI (Tstore in Figure 1A). During phase 2 (P2) the
olivine hosts are stored in steady state conditions at constant Tstore

and Mg# of the interstitial melt. As Fe-Mg re-equilibration of the
olivine reaches the MI vicinity, Fe is incorporated into the MI and
Mg is lost to the olivine. The Fe increase decreases the liquidus
temperature of olivine, triggering melting of olivine in the MI walls.
This process continues until the MI reaches Fe-Mg equilibrium with
the new olivine and the interstitial melt compositions. As diffusivities
in melts are faster than in olivine, a flat zonation profile in olivine
cores means that the olivine-hostedMI should have been completely
re-equilibrated to the same Fe-Mg conditions during storage. At this
stage, all MIs have the same Mg# (Mg#store in Figure 1A). These
equilibrium conditions are disrupted during remobilization and
eruption, and the final MI MgO/FeOt ratios are affected by a
second stage of post-entrapment processes occurring just before
eruption (P3). During P3, variable amounts of PEC and Fe-loss are
expected as observed in natural samples. Figure 1C shows a
schematic illustration of the variation of composition and texture
of a single olivine and its hosted MI during these processes. For
glassy MIs trapped in olivine antecrysts it can still be assumed that
the only processes changing the major element composition of the
MI after trapping are olivine subtraction via crystallization (or
addition via melting in some particular cases) and Fe-Mg
exchange through diffusion from the outside melt, through the
crystal and into the MI. This is clearly evidenced by the forward
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model in Figure 1B. All compositional changes suffered by each MI
during the modelled post-entrapment processes follow a single path
of olivine fractionation and addition, which is observable in variation
diagrams (in mol%) of all major elements with the exception of FeO
and MgO.

Geologic Background
To develop and test the novel PEC-correction methodology,
olivine-hosted MIs collected from Akita-Komagatake (AK)
volcano were analyzed. AK is an arc-front volcano in the
Tohoku region of the NE Japan arc. The volcano is situated on
the Okhotsk Plate. In the east, the Pacific Plate is subducted
beneath the Okhotsk Plate (7–11 cm/yr; Northrup et al., 1995;
Bird, 2003), at the Japan trench. Arc volcanism in NE Honshu
has been located in the same position since c. 5 Ma (Martin,
2011; Yoshida et al., 2014). Caldera-dominated felsic
volcanism related to NE-SW oriented compression shifted

at c. 2 Ma to stratovolcano-dominated basaltic to andesitic
volcanism associated with a change to the current ENE –
WSW- oriented compression in NE Honshu (Acocella et al.,
2008). The activity of AK began c. 74 ± 15 ka (Itaya et al.,
1984), and its eruptive history can be divided into three main
stages (Sut�o and Ishii, 1987): 1) stratocone formation stage, 2)
syn-caldera stage and 3) post-caldera stage. The
compositions of AK products range from basaltic to
andesitic (Nakagawa, 1985; Sut�o and Ishii, 1987; Fujinawa
et al., 2004; Ueki and Iwamori, 2017).

The AK sample investigated here corresponds to tephra
fragments from the Hokubu 2nd pyroclastic cone deposits,
believed to be associated with the c. 7 ka “AK-6” tephra layer
(Wachi and Koshiya, 1997; Fujinawa et al., 2004; Kuritani
et al., 2019). This unit has the highest MgO content found in
this volcano (c. 6.6 wt% MgO; Fujinawa et al., 2004; Kuritani
et al., 2019).

FIGURE 1 | Forward model of post-entrapment compositional changes in long stored MIs. (A) MgO vs FeOt variation diagram. Black circles are the original MI
compositions trapped during fractional crystallization of amagma batch. Blue circles are the composition of the MIs after P1 (PEC and Fe-loss during slow cooling) before
reaching storage temperature Tstore. Orange circles are the MI compositions after P2 (re-equilibration to Mg#store) and red circles are the final MI compositions after P3
(PEC and Fe-loss during ascent and eruption). (B) K2O vs Al2O3 variation diagram. Grey hashed lines indicate the olivine addition/subtraction trend of the MIs.
Symbol colors are the same as in (A). (C) Schematic cartoon of the evolution of one of the MIs with each phase of the post-entrapment history.
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METHODS
Analytical Methods
Whole Rock Major Element Composition
A glass bead was prepared from whole rock powder of the sample
to perform XRF analysis. The sample was first cleaned in an
ultrasonic bath with distilled water and dried in an oven at 100 °C
for at least 2 h. The sample was then powdered in a tungsten
grinding machine and kept in the oven at 100 °C for at least 2 h.
Loss on ignition (LOI) was determined by weighting c. 2 g of
powder before and after heating in an oven at c. 900 °C for 3 h.
After heating, c. 0.8 g of the powdered sample was mixed with c.
8.0 g of lithium metaborate : lithium tetraborate (12 : 22) flux
mixture, followed by fusion to produce a glass disc using a
XRFuse2 electric fusion apparatus.

Major element concentrations were measured with a 1 kW
Bruker Tiger S8 Series II XRF spectrometer at Massey University
in Palmerston North, New Zealand. Interference-corrected
spectra intensities were converted to oxide concentrations
using calibration curves consisting of natural standards, closely
approximating the mafic matrix of our samples. The long-term
reproducibility of Oreas 24c standard reference material is better
than ± 1% relative (1σ) for all elements except MnO, for which it
is better than ± 1.5% relative.

Mineral and Melt Inclusion Glass Major Element
Compositions
BSE imaging was used to assess textural features, e.g., formation
of daughter crystals in the MI, Fe-rich olivine rims around the MI
and Fe-Mg zonation of the olivine host. BSE images of the
exposed MIs were obtained using a JEOL JSM-7000F field-
emission scanning electron microscope (FE-SEM) at Hokkaido
University, Japan. An acceleration voltage of 15 kVwas used, with
a beam current of 10 nA. The BSE images and greyscale profile of
olivine crystals and their hosted MIs can be found in the
Supplementary Material.

Mineral compositions were analyzed with a JXA-8230
SuperProbe Electron Probe Microanalyser (EPMA) at Victoria
University, New Zealand. Plagioclase crystals were analyzed using
a defocused beam of 10 µm diameter with an acceleration
potential of 15 kV and an electron beam current of 12 nA.
Pyroxene crystals were analyzed using a focused beam with an
acceleration potential of 20 keV and an electron beam current of
30 nA. Counting times were 40 s on peak and 15 s on background
for all elements in both mineral phases. Na was analyzed first to
avoid Na migration. Precision and accuracy evaluation for these
two mineral phases can be found in the Supplementary Material.

For olivine crystals, analysis spots were chosen in the vicinity
of the MIs to better constrain equilibrium conditions, even
though most olivine crystals showed homogeneous cores with
narrow rims of higher Fe content in the BSE images (see
Supplementary Material). A focused beam with acceleration
potential of 20 keV was used with an electron beam current of
30 nA for Si, Fe, Mg,Mn and Ti, and 100 nA for Al, Ni, Ca and Cr.
Counting times were 40 s on peak and 15 s on background for all
elements but Ca, with 400 s on peak and 20 s on background.
Accuracy and reproducibility of the analyses were constrained by

alternated analysis of USNM2566 and JK3 olivine secondary
standards during the session. Concentrations are accurate to
<4% for major elements, < 35% for Mn, < 24% for Ni and
<89% for Cr. Accuracy of Ca was usually <4% with a couple of
analyses with c. 7%. Ti and Al values are usually below the
detection limits for both standards. Reproducibility estimates (as
1σ) were <2% for major elements, c. 3% for Ni and Ca, c. 5% for
Mn and c. 27% for Cr.

MI and interstitial glass compositions (Si, Ti, Al, Fe, Mn, Mg,
Ca, Na, K, and P or Cr) were analyzed with an accelerating
potential of 15 keV and an electron beam current of 8 nA. A
defocused beam of 5–10 µm diameter was used and Na was
analyzed first to avoid Na migration. Basaltic glass secondary
standards (VGA99 and BHVO-2G) were analyzed periodically
throughout the session to test for instrumental drift and to
constrain accuracy and reproducibility of the analyses.
Reproducibility estimates (1σ) are <1% for SiO2, Al2O3 and
CaO, c. 2% for FeO and MgO, c. 3% for Na2O and K2O, c.
10% for TiO2, MnO and P2O5. Accuracies uncertainties are <1%
for most SiO2 and Al2O3 secondary standard analyses, < 2% for
most Al2O3, FeO, MgO and CaO analyses, < 3% for most K2O
analyses, < 10% for most Na2O and TiO2 analyses and <20% for
most P2O5 analyses.

Development of the MushPEC Algorithm
In the following sections, a group of MIs from a sample thought
to be genetically related will be referred to as aMI set. The original
(corrected) MI compositions within a set are expected to follow
the same liquid line of decent (LLD) representative of the melt
differentiation path.

The new PEC correction scheme relies on fitting the
compositions of a MI set to LLDs generated by crystallization
models. The script allows for the selection of fractional
crystallization (FC) or equilibrium crystallization (EC) models.
In this study we applied the FC model as it better represents the
fractionation behavior of plagioclase, which is the main phase
being crystallized during the magmatic differentiation of the
studied sample (see below). This is due to the coupled NaSi –
CaAl substitution, which hampers diffusive re-equilibration of
plagioclase composition. However, we note that the effect of
choosing EC instead of FC modeling on the resulting LLD
compositions is very small for the level of differentiation along
the tested differentiation trend.

Iterative FC simulations are modelled using the
alphaMELTS2 front end (Smith and Asimow, 2005), which
implements the rhyolite-MELTS algorithm version 1.2.0
(Ghiorso and Sack, 1995; Asimow and Ghiorso, 1998; Gualda
et al., 2012). For each simulation, the MI compositions are
adjusted by olivine addition in an attempt to get their
composition as close as possible to the LLD of the FC model.
The corrected MI compositions for each simulation are then
compared and the best fit solutions are identified. This
methodology has the advantage of not only providing
corrected MI compositions, but also an estimation of the
conditions of the fractional crystallization process (P, T, fO2,
H2O, and crystallizing phase assemblage) during their
entrapment.
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To automate the alphaMELTS2 runs and the output analysis, a
MATLAB® script called MushPEC was developed. The
methodology typically involves the production of a few
thousand FC simulations, which can be time consuming. The
script includes the application of machine learning techniques to
reduce the number of FC iterations needed by running FCmodels
in cycles to make predictions of the behavior of the system.

In the Supplementary Material, the rhyolite-MELTS model is
compared to crystallization experiments of a low-alkali tholeiitic
basalt of similar composition to the MIs analyzed in this study
(Takagi et al., 2005). This comparison shows that the rhyolite-
MELTS model is remarkably accurate in reproducing the cotectic
crystallization behavior of hydrous tholeiitic basalts at upper to
middle crustal pressures.

Initial Parameters Selection
Modified compositions of the most primitive MI in a set are
selected as starting compositions for the FC simulations. The
most primitive composition corresponds to the MI for which the
olivine fractionation trend is located the furthest to the left in a
variation diagram with SiO2 or K2O in the abscissa. This MI has
suffered the same post-entrapment processes than the rest of the
MIs in the set and for each iteration its composition is modified to
simulate different degrees of PEC and Fe-Mg redistribution
suffered by the initial MI. All FC simulations are derived
using a 5-dimensional grid of initial parameter combinations.
Three of the parameters are related to the initial composition of
the most primitive MI. The first parameter is the olivine addition
(in mol%) to the initial MI, within a range of estimated amounts
of PEC suffered by this MI. The second parameter corresponds to
a value within an estimated range of the MgO/FeOt ratio of the
initial MI, prior to PEC and Fe-Mg diffusion processes. The last
compositional parameter is the H2O content of the initial MI
composition. H2O concentration in the melt has a major effect on
the crystallization path of the melt, especially on the liquidus
temperature and composition of plagioclase. As explained above,
MIs are susceptible to important changes of H2O concentrations
(exsolution and diffusive exchange), making concentrations
measured in the MI unreliable as a record of magmatic H2O
contents. To make the initial H2O parameter independent of the
olivine addition and initial MgO/FeOt parameters, the H2O
concentration is set in mol% to the uncorrected MI
composition. This way, the initial H2O parameter is
comparable between models of different degrees of PEC and
Fe-Mg diffusion of the initial MI. The other two parameters are
pressure (P) and oxygen fugacity (fO2). The FC simulations are
run at isobaric conditions, i.e., P remains constant within each
iteration. The fO2 conditions are set as Δlog(fO2) to a chosen
oxygen buffer (e.g., QFM, NNO).

FC Model Evaluation
After each FC model run, the output is used to calculate a best fit
PEC correction solution for theMI set. This is done by finding the
amount of olivine addition/subtraction required to bring each MI
composition as close as possible to the modelled LLD (i.e. find the
minimum compositional distance between the FC trend and the
olivine addition trend for each MI in the set).

The definition of the Aitchison distance (Aitchison, 1986) is
used for a D-dimensional compositional space or simplex (SD) to
quantify the similarity of two compositions. This definition of
compositional distance complies with the properties of scale
invariance, perturbation invariance, permutation invariance
and sub-compositional dominance. The Aitchison distance is
defined as:

dA(x, y) � �������������������∑D
i�1
(ln xi

g(x) − ln
yi

g(y))2

√√
� dE(clr(x), clr(y)), (1)

where dA(x, y) is the Aitchison distance between compositions x
and y, D is the number of components or dimensions of SD, g(x)
is the geometric mean of x defined as (∏D

i�1 xi)1/D, dE is the
Euclidean distance in the D-dimensional real space (RD) and
clr(x) is the centered log-ratio transformation of x (Aitchison,
1986), defined as:

clr(x) � [ln x1
g(x), . . . , ln

xD
g(x)]. (2)

The clr transformation converts a composition from SD

geometry to one that is represented in RD. Eq. 1 states that
the Aitchison distance between two compositions in SD is
equivalent to the Euclidian distance of their clr
transformations in RD.

To find the minimum distance between the two compositional
trends, the sub-composition defined by the SiO2, Al2O3, CaO,
K2O and (FeOt + MgO) components measured in mol% units is
used. As explained earlier, the changes of FeOt andMgO contents
of theMIs due to Fe-Mg exchange are not yet constrained, but it is
known that the sum of both oxides is only dependent on the
amount of PEC. The term PEC is used here to define total olivine
crystallization/melting that occurs due to post-entrapment
processes, including extra amounts due to liquidus
temperature changes triggered by Fe-Mg exchange. These
major elements are selected as they (with the exception of
K2O) are the stochiometric components of the mineral phases
crystallized from basaltic melts and their compositions are better
modelled with rhyolite-MELTS. K2O is chosen as its high
incompatibility makes its concentration representative of the
mass subtraction during the FC process. MnO and P2O5 are
minor oxides and not used in the calculation because of their
scattered behavior and because of the limitations of modelling
their partitioning behavior with rhyolite-MELTS. TiO2 is not
used to avoid uncertainties associated with TiO2 incorporation in
pyroxenes and the crystallization of Fe-Ti oxides by rhyolite-
MELTS. Also, Na2O is omitted because of analysis errors due to
possible Na2O migration during EPMA glass analysis and
uncertainties generated by Na2O incorporation in pyroxene in
rhyolite-MELTS models.

The minimum Aitchison distance from the FC trend to the
olivine trend provides the amount of PEC needed by each MI
in the set to reproduce the particular FC trend as closely as
possible in subcompositional space. The combination of the
minimum distances for all the MIs in the set can be used as a
goodness of fit measurement to compare how well each trend
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generated from the FC simulations explains the MI set
compositions. The root of the average squared Aitchison
distance is taken as measurement of “goodness of fit”, GoF:

GoF �
�����
1
n
SSE

√
�

������������
1
n
∑n
i�1

d2A(xi, yi)√
. (3)

Here, n is the number of fitted MI compositions, which is the
number of MIs in the set minus one (the starting composition for
the models). SSE stands for “sum of square errors”, which is the
parameter to be minimized during linear regression calculations
for compositional data (Pawlowsky-Glahn et al., 2015). SSE is
equivalent to the sum of the square Aitchison distances of each
composition to the trend. xi is the PEC-corrected composition of
the ith MI and yi is the closest composition of the FC trend to xi.
The SSE parameter divided by the number of corrected MI is
used, to make the goodness of fit of different MI sets with
different number of MIs comparable.

Figure 2 illustrates an example of the process of PEC
correction for the AK MI set to a particular FC model. The 5-
dimensional sub-compositions are represented with four
variation diagrams of the main four components against K2O.

The diagrams show the raw and corrected compositions of each
MI connected through the olivine addition trends. The position of
the corrected composition for each MI correspond to the closest
point of the olivine addition trend to the FC model trend in 5-
dimensional space.

MushPEC automatically identifies initially water-saturated
models and for models with the same combination of initial
parameters besides H2O content, identifies the first time that
initial water-saturation is reached and its solubility. All
consecutive models with the same combination of parameters
and water contents higher than the melt solubility are discarded
to avoid redundancies. After correction, each model output is
evaluated with a series of filters, to discriminate the possible
solutions from discarded models. The first filter excludes all FC
simulations that do not crystallize any olivine during
fractionation. The second filter excludes models that need
amounts of post-entrapment melting (PEM) during correction
that are higher than a limit defined by the user. PEM is
represented by negative values of PEC in the output. A third
filter excludes model trends that evolve outside the area defined
by the 2σ limits of the linear regression of the MI set trend in a
CaO/K2O vs Al2O3/K2O variation diagram, in which the

FIGURE 2 | Variation diagrams (in mol%) as an example of potential PEC correction for one FC simulation. Components are re-normalized to the sub-composition
defined by SiO2, Al2O3, FeOt +MgO, CaO and K2O. Red circles represent the rawMI compositions, and blue circles are the PEC correctedMI compositions. Filled circles
indicate the composition of the MI used as initial composition of the FC model. Dashed grey lines indicates the trend of olivine addition-subtraction, and the black line is
the LLD of one of the FC simulations generated in the rhyolite-MELTS iterations. The corrected compositions correspond to the closest point of each olivine addition
trend to the FC model LLD, which is measured as the smallest Aitchison distance between the two compositional trends.
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differentiation trend observed is not affected by olivine
fractionation (see below). A fourth filter excludes models that
start crystallizing plagioclase or pyroxene at the beginning of the
model in absence of olivine. Models that are equivalent after
reaching the cotectic crystallization, for example of olivine +
plagioclase can be reproduced by different initial compositions
that start from plagioclase-only or olivine-only crystallization,
but it is known that for natural basalts in arc systems, olivine is the
first phase to crystallize. Only models that pass all of these filters
are taken as possible solutions.

Finally, the complete composition of the corrected MI is
obtained by adding the corresponding mol% of olivine to the
original MI composition and then adjusting the MgO and FeOt
content by getting the MgO/FeOt from the closest point of the FC
model LLD to the corrected MI composition. Olivine
composition is taken as an ideal Fe-Mg solid solution, not
including any minor or trace elements (e.g., Ca, Mn).

Machine Learning Algorithms
Machine Learning algorithms were implemented in MushPEC in
order to optimize the number and density of FC simulations. To
apply these algorithms, the models are run in grouped iterations
or grids of initial parameters to make predictions after each
group. First, minimum and maximum values for each of the
five parameters (olivine addition, MgO/FeOt initial ratio, fO2,
pressure and initial H2O content) are assigned. The first grid is
generated by assigning a node in the middle between the
maximum and minimum nodes. The consecutive grids are

generated by assigning nodes between the nodes of the
previous grid until no more nodes can be added without
making the distance between nodes smaller than the
minimum step assigned. The last grid is generated by using
the closest value to the minimum steps chosen that can evenly
distribute the nodes in the grid. The fO2 parameter nodes are
assigned differently, using the same number of nodes in each grid.

Each FC model has two values that indicate its probability of
being a possible positive result: (1) binary output of success or
failing in passing the three filters described in the previous section
and (2) the GoF value calculated from the distances of the
corrected MIs to the FC model. These results are used as the
response of the models during the training stage of the machine
learning algorithms to predict the results of the next iteration of
models.

First, a logistic regression method is employed. A logistic
regression uses a logistic function to model a binary
dependent variable. Figure 3A illustrates how a logistic
regression fits the logistic function for the simple case of one
independent variable (input parameter) with a binary dependent
variable (0 or 1). Using the first grid as the training set, where the
five initial parameters are taken as the input parameters and the
binary output of the filters is used as the response (true or false).
To avoid most of the false negatives, the cutoff or limit of the
logistic regression for positive predictions (the model is predicted
to pass all filters) is set to a probability of 5%.

In a second step, the models of the first grid that pass all filters
are selected to train a regression tree model. A regression tree is
trained to predict the behavior of a system that contains a single
numerical output variable (response) and multiple numerical or
categorical input variables (predictors). The construction of a
regression tree uses a binary recursive partitioning method
applied to a training data set. The training data set is split
into branches until the last partition reaches a minimum size
defined by the user or when the sum of squared deviations
from the mean is zero. The last branches with no partitions are
known as nodes or leaves. The leaf size is the number of
elements in the training set that belong to the particular leaf.
Figure 3B illustrates a simple example of a regression tree. In

FIGURE 3 | Schematic examples of the machine learning methods used in MushPEC. (A) Logistic regression of a simple one-variable system. Filled red circles
correspond to the observations used as training set. Blue line is the logistic function modelled to explain the data. The cut-off probability is set to 0.05 to minimize false
negatives, which in turn maximizes false positives. (B) Example of regression tree modified from MathWorks documentation for a system with 2 variables (x1 and x2).
Brown boxes correspond to the branches that define the partitioning conditions, and the green boxes correspond to the leaves or nodes that assign the
response value.

TABLE 1 | Initial composition (wt%) and conditions of the FC rhyolite-MELTS
model used as test for the MushPEC algorithm.

Initial composition Initial conditions

SiO2 50.43 MgO 8.27 P (MPa) 200
TiO2 0.826 CaO 9.92 fO2

(ΔQFM) -1
Al2O3 15.42 Na2O 2.11 Initial H2O (mol%) 6.8
FeO 10.81 K2O 0.221
MnO 0.140 P2O5 0.096
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MushPEC, the GoF values for the previous iterations are used as
the response or output variable, with the aim to predict the GoF
values of the next iteration. As with the logistic regression, the
five input parameters are used as the input variables to train the
regression tree. A fine tree is used, with a minimum leaf size of 4.
There are no overfitting issues with the application of the
regression tree algorithm for this particular use as the
compared outputs are all generated by the same modelling
algorithm (rhyolite-MELTS).

After both machine learning models are trained, the second grid
is evaluated with both models to predict models that pass the filters

and have low GoF values. Only the models that are predicted to pass
the filters and that are predicted to have GoF values between a
percentage of the lowest values of the grid are run. After each grid is
completed, the percentage of lowest GoF values is reduced as models
converge towards the best solutions. After the second iteration the
logistic regression and the regression tree models are updated by
adding the new results. Themodels from the second grid that did not
pass the predictions in the previous iterations are re-evaluated with
the updated models and models that are now predicted to pass the
filters are run. This process is repeated until no more models of the
second grid are predicted to pass the filters. The process is repeated

FIGURE 4 |MushPEC output of the test on the synthetic MI set of Figure 1 of the main text. (A)Minimum GoF behavior with changes in P and H2O content. Each
colored surface corresponds to a condition as indicated in the figure. Minimum GoF is marked in red, and it is found at 200 MPa and 6.8 H2O in the QFM -1 surface. (B)
Minimum GoF behavior with changes in olivine addition and MgO/FeOt ratio. Minimum GoF is marked in red, and it is found at 4 mol% olivine addition and 1.15 MgO/
FeOt in the QFM -1 surface. (C) Variation diagrams of the 5 best fit models found. Red circles are the uncorrected MIs loaded into the MushPEC script, and blue
circles are the corrected compositions for each of the 5 bet fit models. Black lines are the LLD’s of the best fit FC models and the green crosses are the original MI
compositions before modification by the forward post-entrapment model.
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for each grid until the final grid is completely evaluated. The first
grids, which have less nodes and wider steps, have a higher
probability to define models far away from the solution, which
may cause a low number of models pass the filters, producing few to
no models predicted by the machine learning algorithms. To avoid
this, the filter evaluation is deactivated when more than 95% of the
run models of a grid fail the filtering process.

Testing MushPEC in a Synthetic MI Set
Before using the MushPEC algorithm on a natural MI set, the
method was tested on the modelled MI set of Figure 1. The
resulting MI compositions after phase P3 were loaded into the
MushPEC script to test if the methodology could successfully
recover the original compositions of the MI set under ideal
conditions (i.e. it was known that the MI set represented a
perfect FC LLD reproducible with rhyolite-MELTS, and there
was no scatter in the compositional data). The initial
compositions of the MIs and the conditions of the FC model
are listed in Table 1. A first run was tested using a wide grid of
initial parameters (0 to 8 mol% olivine addition, 0.8 to 1.6 MgO/
FeOt ratio, 0 to 400 MPa, −2 to 2 ΔQFM and 2 to 10 mol% H2O).
A second finer grid was run around the conditions that showed
the best fits (2 to 4 mol% olivine addition, 0.9 to 1.22 MgO/FeOt,
QFM to QFM -2, 50 to 250 MPa and 5.4 to 8.6 mol% H2O).

Figures 4(a) and 4(b) show the minimum GoF behavior as a
function of P and H2O and as a function of olivine addition and
MgO/FeOt ratio, respectively, and Figure 4C shows the LLD and
corrected MI compositions for the best fit models. The results
show that MushPEC can accurately find the FC models that
provide the best fits to the corrected MI data. Convergence of P,
H2O and f O2

conditions is clear and agrees with the values used to
generate the MI set (200 MPa and 6.8 mol% H2O at QFM -1), but
there are a few issues in finding the proper initial composition of

the trend. MIs trapped when olivine was the only phase being
fractionated cannot be corrected to the exact initial composition
as they LLD is parallel to the olivine addition trend. However, as
usually the aim is to be able to correct the MIs to the parental
magma composition, this can still be easily done by olivine
addition from any point in this section of the LLD. A second
issue is that even though the minimum GoF is found on the
proper FC model from which the synthetic MI set was generated,
similar GoF values are found for other models. In Figure 4B the
convergence towards a particular combination of olivine addition
and MgO/FeOt is less strong. A wave-shaped surface for QFM -1
indicates that good fits can be found at very different MgO/FeOt
ratios. Thus, it may be difficult to discriminate the proper MgO/
FeOt values for a natural MI set, when scatter of data can obscure
the proper minimum. External information on the initial MgO/
FeOt conditions of the magma will likely be required to properly
estimate the initial compositions of the MI set, whereas
convergence of P, H2O and f O2

conditions of the MI set can
be readily identified.

RESULTS

AK Sample Petrography and Geochemistry
The tephra sample has a vesicularity of c. 52 vol% (Figures 5A,B).
The rest of the sample constitutes of c. 75 vol% groundmass and c.
25 vol% crystals. Plagioclase is themost abundant mineral phase (c.
87 vol% of crystals), followed by olivine (c. 12 vol%) and scarce
clinopyroxene. Plagioclase compositions are within An69–92,
olivine compositions have a very narrow range of Fo77–79 and
clinopyroxene compositions are En51–55Fe10–14Wo32–39 (detailed
results of the mineral chemistry can be found in the
Supplementary Material). The groundmass is glass-rich with

FIGURE 5 | Photographs of the AK sample. (A) Thin section parallel polarized light microphotograph. (B) Thin section cross-polarized light microphotograph. (C)
Oblique light microphotograph of olivine-hosted MI. (D) to (G) BSE images of olivine-hosted MIs. (C) and (G) correspond to the MI used as initial composition during
modelling, and (D) and (F) are MIs with evidence for low and high PEC, respectively (see text). Plg � plagioclase, Ol � olivine, Cpx � clinopyroxene, MI � melt inclusion,
Ves � vesicle.
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microlites of plagioclase, olivine, and a lesser amount of pyroxene.
Groundmass glass analyses show compositions of similar degree of
differentiation (SiO2 and K2O concentrations) to some of the
analyzed olivine-hosted and the plagioclase-hosted MIs.
However, FeOt contents of the groundmass glass are higher.

Olivine crystals are euhedral to subhedral, with unzoned
cores and narrow Fe-rich rims likely generated during ascent
and eruption. Olivine-hosted MIs are glassy, some with
shrinkage bubbles that comprise <6 vol% of the MI
(Figures 5C–F). MI diameters range from c. 15 to 150 µm.
Some plagioclase-hosted MIs were also analyzed from the
thin section of sample AK, hosted in plagioclases of An80–90
(see Supplementary Material). Olivine-hosted MI, sample
whole rock and estimated melt fraction compositions are
shown in Table 2 in wt%, whereas the compositions are
plotted in mol% in the variation diagrams of Figures 6
and 7. The composition of the melt fraction of the sample
was estimated by subtracting the composition of the crystal
cargo from the whole rock composition, using the measured
volume abundances and average compositions and densities
of the mineral phases.

Application of MushPEC to the AK Sample
Pre-Assessment of the MI Set
We used the AK MI set to test MushPEC, but first the set
needed to be evaluated to identify the antecrystic origin of the
hosts. The main geochemical evidence for the antecrystic
nature of these host olivine crystals and their re-equilibration
of Fe-Mg is:

(1) All MIs in the set are more differentiated than the estimated
melt fraction of the whole rock sample (higher SiO2 and K2O
contents; Figure 7A). In addition, even though themelt fraction
composition is similar to themost primitiveMIs, the lower CaO
contents of the melt fraction indicates that this melt is not
equivalent to the one that produced the MIs.

TABLE 2 |Uncorrected MImajor element compositions from EPMA andmajor element whole rock compositions from the AK sample in wt%. AKmelt fraction was calculated
with mass balance, using the mineral compositions and abundances measured in the thin section. Forsterite composition of olivine-hosts calculated from the EPMA
olivine analyses. MI and bubble sizes were estimated by using the measured diameters.

Ol MIs SiO2 TiO2 Al2O3 FeOt MnO MgO CaO Na2O K2O P2O5 Total Fo host Size
(mm3)

Bubble
(vol%)

AK-36.1 50.29 0.843 15.73 11.56 0.144 6.57 10.13 2.15 0.225 0.098 97.74 78.3 8.6 × 10–4 3.9
AK-153 51.44 0.971 15.50 11.05 0.179 6.30 10.07 1.86 0.205 0.133 97.71 78.5 2.8 × 10−3 b.f
AK-43.1 51.71 0.960 16.12 10.82 0.172 4.20 10.74 2.17 0.244 0.158 97.30 77.4 6.3 × 10−3 2.4
AK-47.1 51.99 0.960 15.13 10.44 0.151 6.09 9.96 2.26 0.271 0.091 97.35 77.8 9.2 × 10−4 3.6
AK_144 52.12 0.929 15.10 10.93 0.168 5.45 10.00 2.23 0.289 0.105 97.32 77.5 2.0 × 10−4 b.f
AK_149 52.17 1.026 14.93 10.70 0.221 5.42 9.67 2.02 0.295 0.124 96.58 77.5 1.4 × 10–4 b.f
AK-38.1 52.75 0.941 15.18 10.21 0.153 5.88 9.59 2.36 0.284 0.135 97.48 78.1 9.4 × 10−3 b.f
AK-135 52.98 1.086 14.83 9.50 0.191 5.27 9.77 2.42 0.298 0.152 96.49 78.0 3.4 × 10–4 b.f
AK-42.1 53.24 1.096 15.29 10.36 0.139 5.57 9.43 2.46 0.343 0.190 98.12 77.8 9.6 × 10–4 b.f
AK-39.1 54.18 1.168 15.87 9.52 0.123 2.82 10.61 2.72 0.346 0.178 97.54 77.7 5.9 × 10–4 n.m
AK-151 54.35 1.078 15.98 9.33 0.189 4.12 9.46 2.54 0.353 0.144 97.53 77.9 - -
AK-
43–53

54.56 1.117 16.56 9.29 0.136 2.53 10.24 2.74 0.373 0.188 97.72 77.4 9.9 × 10−5 b.f

AK-41.1 54.68 1.077 16.78 9.36 0.102 2.43 10.35 2.76 0.344 0.123 98.00 77.4 4.8 × 10−5 b.f
AK-143 55.16 1.302 17.25 8.42 0.162 2.12 10.62 2.81 0.402 0.148 98.39 78.0 5.4 × 10−5 5.6
AK_137b 54.90 1.171 16.97 9.44 0.136 3.40 10.88 2.51 0.329 0.121 99.85 77.4 5.1 × 10–6 b.f

Whole rock SiO2 TiO2 Al2O3 FeOt MnO MgO CaO Na2O K2O P2O5 LOI Total

AK 50.05 0.81 18.70 9.63 0.18 6.60 10.40 1.86 0.20 0.10 1.64 101.24
AK melt 52.37 1.08 16.26 11.58 0.22 6.81 9.25 2.03 0.26 0.13 100

FIGURE 6 | MgO vs FeOt variation diagram of all glass analyses of the
AK sample. The red circles are the uncorrected olivine-hosted MIs, the blue
circles are the plagioclase-hosted MIs, the yellow circles are the groundmass
glass analyses and the less PEC affected olivine-hosted MIs, the
plagioclase-hosted MIs and the estimated AK melt fraction composition
follows a path of narrow MgO/FeOt ratios between 0.95 and 1.13, marked by
the grey area.
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(2) All olivine crystals have flat zonation patterns, and their
compositions fall between a narrow range (Fo77.4–78.5),
whereas the silica range of their hosted MIs is wide
(51.5–56.1 wt% SiO2).

(3) TiO2 increase and FeOt decrease with differentiation in the
MIs (Figures 7D,E). The TiO2 trend indicates absence of Fe-
Ti oxides fractionation. For a basaltic melt that does not
fractionate Fe-Ti oxides, FeOt is expected to increase with
fractionation of an olivine + pyroxene + plagioclase
assemblage. As this is accompanied by MgO decrease, re-
equilibration to a fixed Fe/Mg ratio will produce a decreasing
trend of FeOt without affecting TiO2.

(4) Half of the MI compositions have FeOt concentrations
higher than the whole rock tephra sample. The classical
model of trapping followed by quick transport and
eruption of MIs should only produce a decrease in FeOt

concentrations, resulting in a MI trend of depleted FeOt
compared to the whole rock trend.

(5) Plagioclase-hosted MIs form a clear trend in the MgO vs
FeOt variation diagram (Figure 6) with narrow MgO/FeOt
range, which overlaps the MgO/FeOt ratios of the olivine-
hosted MIs less affected by PEC and the estimated AK melt

TABLE 3 | Values used to define the grids of initial parameters.

Parameter Min Max Grid 1
step

Grid 2
step

Grid 3
step

Grid 4
step

Units

Ol addition -1.2 2.0 1.6 0.8 0.4 0.4 mol%
MgO/FeOt 0.78 1.42 0.32 0.16 0.08 0.04 mol%
fO2

-0.5 +0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 ΔQFM
Pressure 100 250 50 25 25 25 MPa
H2O
content

3.2 6.4 1.6 0.8 0.4 0.2 mol%

FIGURE 7 | Variation diagrams of major element components (in mol%) of the MIs of the AK sample. Red Circles are the uncorrected MI compositions, the filled
black diamond indicates the whole rock composition of the sample from which the MIs were collected, the hollow diamond corresponds to the AK melt fraction
composition estimated through mass balance, and the grey dots are whole rock data of the AK volcanic system from the compilation found in Kuritani et al. (2019). The
black line with circles is the trend of olivine addition for one of theMIs, where proportions of addition are indicated for -4, -2, 2, 4 and 6 mol%. The composition of the
olivine has no effect in the olivine addition trend for (A) to (D) and (G), whereas an olivine composition of Fo78 was used to calculate the trends in (E) and (F). Fractional
crystallization trends in (I) are unaffected by olivine fractionation, i.e. they do not change with PEC of olivine in the MI rims. Grey continuous line in (I) is the linear regression
of the MI data, and the dashed lines mark the standard deviation (±1σ). Arrows in (I) indicate approximated trends of fractionation of plagioclase and clinopyroxene.
Dashed grey lines indicate constant ratios of conservative elements during olivine addition/subtraction.
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fraction composition. Fe and Mg diffusion in plagioclase
have been shown to be fast enough to affect MI compositions
(Costa et al., 2003; Drignon et al., 2019), and as MgO/FeOt
ratios in the plagioclase MIs are not affected by PEC,
plagioclase-hosted MIs should preserve their MgO/FeOt
ratios during storage. This suggests that olivine- and
plagioclase-hosted MIs were re-equilibrated to a constant
MgO/FeOt ratio; with interstitial melt, comparable in
composition to the estimated melt composition of the AK
sample, prior to ascent and eruption. The groundmass glass
composition has a similar degree of differentiation indicated
by its SiO2 and K2O contents, and most major element
contents overlap with the olivine-hosted MI compositions
with the exception of FeOt. The groundmass glass is enriched
in FeO for MgO concentrations similar to those in the
olivine-hosted MIs indicating a crystallization path
consistent with the absence of Fe-Ti oxides and the
presence of FeO-rich olivine rims.

In Figure 7, the effects of PEC on some of theMIs that displace
them from the differentiation trend of the melt can be identified.
Black lines with circles in the variation diagrams indicate the

compositional change produced by olivine addition (in mol%) to
one of the MIs. As stated above, this trend is independent of
olivine composition for all components except for MgO, FeOt
and MgO/FeOt (Figures 7E,F,H). To show the approximate
behavior of olivine addition for those two components and
their ratios, the trend was calculated using a Mg olivine-host
composition of Fo78.

Al2O3 and CaO variation diagrams show that higher PEC
results in higher concentrations of these incompatible
components in the MI. The MI set can be divided in two
groups of high- and low-PEC on basis of their Al2O3 and CaO
concentrations. This separation is also consistent with the MgO +
FeOt plot (Figure 7G) and the SEM images of the MIs (Figure 5
and Supplementary Material) where low Al2O3 MIs have less
bright olivine rims indicative of low PEC. The division of both
groups is less clear in the SiO2, TiO2 and Na2O diagrams (the
latter not shown), as olivine fractionation trends in these
diagrams are less oblique relative to the MI set (subparallel for
TiO2).

The trend followed by the low-PEC group might approximate
the original differentiation trend of the magma batch before PEC
effects if the PEC of those MIs are negligible, but it may also be

FIGURE 8 | (A) and (B) show the convergence behavior of the GoF parameter with respect to the initial parameters of the MushPEC run for the AK MI set. Each
colored surface represents the minimum GoF values for a fixed fO2

buffer expressed as ΔQFM from -0.5 to +0.5. The red lines indicate the minimum GoF values for the
QFM and QFM +0.5 surfaces. The green line around the plots indicates the 1σ limit estimated from the results in (C) and (D). (C) and (D) plot the surfaces defining the 1σ
confidence interval for GoF*.
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affected by different degrees of PEC within the low-PEC group
generating a “pseudo-LLD”. One way to study the LLD of the MI
set without the effect of PEC (olivine fractionation) is to analyze
trends of ratios of components that are conservative during
olivine fractionation against a conservative element for the
whole system. Figure 7I shows CaO/K2O plotted against
Al2O3/K2O. Here, the trends are not affected by olivine (and
orthopyroxene) fractionation, but are affected by plagioclase,
clinopyroxene and spinel. From the TiO2 variation diagram it
is clear that spinel is not part of the crystallization assemblage for
the MI set considered, so it can safely be assumed that the trend is
caused by the combination of plagioclase and clinopyroxene
fractionation. The TiO2 trend break indicative of the start of
Fe-Ti oxide fractionation occurs at around 0.3 K2O wt% in the
whole rock data, which are placed at more evolved compositions
than the MI set. Arrows in Figure 7I indicate the approximate
direction of evolution during fractionation of these phases, which
are shifted slightly with anorthite composition (for high An
contents expected in basaltic magmas) and Ca and Al contents
in clinopyroxene. From this plot, it can be hypothesized that the
trend formed by the four most primitive MIs indicates that
plagioclase crystallization starts before clinopyroxene.

As the correction scheme relies on fitting a differentiation
trend and not just one MI composition, it is crucial to select a
proper MI set, where the MIs can successfully represent the
LLD of the melt they were formed in. Extensive PEC and Fe-
Mg diffusion can obscure a clear LLD for the MI set. A linear
relationship of highly incompatible elements that approximate
a line that crosses through the origin is a good indication that
the MIs are associated with the same parental magma. Using
K2O concentrations and available trace or volatile elements
like F and Cl are very useful for this purpose, as F, Cl and K2O
are highly incompatible in basalts and are expected to behave
conservatively in MIs, meaning that their concentrations
during differentiation vary in the same way and are
inversely proportional to mass fractionated during
crystallization. Due to the lack of trace element and volatile
data, the conservative element comparison is here done only
with major elements. As mentioned above, the clear and steady
increase of TiO2 with increasing K2O is indicative of the
absence of Fe-Ti oxides during the FC process, and TiO2

should behave almost conservatively, with small amounts
being incorporated in pyroxene. In Figure 7D, a linear
regression forced through the origin in the TiO2 vs K2O
plot for the MI data, has an R-squared (R2) value of 0.99.
P2O5 should also have a conservative behavior if there is no
evidence of apatite fractionation, but scatter may obscure the
trends. The clear break of the behavior of TiO2 at K2O contents
>0.3 mol% for the whole rock data from the literature is
consistent with the idea that the main process of
differentiation for the Akita-Komagatake volcanic system is
fractional crystallization. Other processes like magma mixing
or boundary layer fractionation (Nielsen and DeLong, 1992;
Kuritani, 2009) should produce straight mixing lines or
smoothed curves in variation diagrams of oxides affected by
changes in the fractionated phases during differentiation.

Initial Parameter Selection
The AK-36.1 MI is used as the initial composition of the set as it
corresponds to the most primitive MI in the set (Figure 5). A first
run of MushPEC was used to find the initial parameter space
where the solutions could be found. In this run pressures of 0.1 to
400 MPa, initial H2O contents from 0 to 8 mol%, and fO2

conditions between QFM -2 to QFM +2 were tested. It was
found that the solution strongly converged towards pressures of c.
100 to 200 MPa, H2O contents of 3 to 7 mol% and fO2 conditions
of QFM -0.5 and QFM +0.5. After this preliminary run, a finer
space of initial conditions was tested within those ranges. Table 3
summarizes the values used to define the grid of initial
parameters. In the preliminary run, the olivine addition
parameter (initial guess of PEC for AK-36.1) was set between
4 and -4 (negative values correspond to amount of PEM). High
PEC values crystallize olivine-only assemblage in the beginning
until reaching compositions equivalent to low PEC conditions,
making these models redundant. High PEM are discarded by the
MushPEC filter as they start by crystallizing plagioclase. In the
finer grid olivine addition is set between 2 and -1.2 mol%. MgO/
FeOt ratio values are set between 0.78 and 1.42, overlapping the
values observed for all data in Figure 7H at low K2O contents.

Solution Convergence and Sensitivity Analysis
Figure 8 shows the convergence behavior of GoF with respect to the
initial parameters for the AKMI set. The different colors correspond
to surfaces that show the behavior of minimum GoF values for each
particular fO2 condition at each particular combination of the initial
parameters. There is a clear convergence towards a narrow P – H2O
condition for each fO2 buffer condition in Figure 8A, with best fit
values ranging from 3.5 to 5.5 mol% H2O at pressures between 125
to 150MPa (undersaturated conditions). The sensitivity of the
minimum GoF values with respect of these two initial parameters
can be observed in the sharp decrease of GoF towards the minimum
value of each surface with the changes of P and H2O content. For
example, in the surface for the QFM buffer there is an increase of c.
2.3 × 10−3 in the GoF value from the minimum point in this surface
when decreasing the pressure by 50MPa, whereas an increase of c.
1.2 mol% H2O from the QFM surface minimum generates an
increase of c. 1.4 × 10−3 in the GoF value. GoF values stay
somewhat invariant between 4 to 5.2 mol% H2O. Because the
mineral assemblage being fractionated controls the LLD of the
FC models, parameters that exert the highest effects on changes
in the mineral assemblage will have higher sensitivity. In addition, as
olivine fractionation is being adjusted so the MIs fit the FC models,
the amount and composition of the olivine generated in the models
have little to no effect on the GoF values of each FC model. The
sensitivity of H2O content is explained by the effect of H2O on
plagioclase stability (e.g., Lange et al., 2009;Waters and Lange, 2015).
Pressure mainly affects the stability of pyroxene and olivine with
olivine being more stable at low pressures. The oxidation state also
has a strong effect on the stability of orthopyroxene over olivine,
where the latter is preferred over former under more reducing
conditions. In addition, highly oxidized models will usually
fractionate Fe-Ti oxides earlier, which also has a strong effect on
the LLD.
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The GoF value is a lot less sensitive to changes in the MgO/FeOt
ratio and olivine addition parameters (Figure 8B). In agreement
with Figure 8A, the minimumGoF values are generally lower at the
QFM buffer (at 0.4 mol% olivine addition and 0.88 MgO/FeOt
ratio), slightly higher at more reduced conditions (QFM -0.5)
and converging to similar minimum at QFM +0.5 (at -0.4 mol%
olivine addition and 1.38 MgO/FeOt ratio). The steep increase in
GoF values towards negative PEC and low MgO/FeOt values is
related to the filtering of models reaching the cotectic from the
plagioclase-only crystallization side as discussed in the test results of
the synthetic MI set. Along the high PEC and high MgO/FeOt
corner, GoF values are stable and similar between the three fO2

surfaces. The two different minima for QFM and QFM +0.5 show
the strong dependence that fO2 has on the MgO/FeOt estimates.
Other runs of MushPEC made for fO2 values between these two
surfaces show the transition of theminimum from lowMgO/FeOt at
QFM to highMgO/FeOt at QFM+ 0.5 (not shown here). It is seen in
the QFM surface that the minimum GoF is part of a “valley of low
GoF values that follows a positive relationship between olivine
addition and MgO/FeOt ratios. This “valley” corresponds to
redundant models where higher olivine addition forces the
models to crystallize olivine until reaching low PEC compositions
before the olivine-plagioclase cotectic is reached.

The main problem of using the Aitchison distance as a
measure of compositional similarity is that the significance of
the difference in GoF values between FCmodels cannot be easily
interpreted. What is the smallest difference in GoF between two

models that can be interpreted as one model yielding a
significantly better fit than the other? This is of main
importance to identify if the small “valleys” observed in the
olivine addition vs MgO/FeOt plot are significantly better fits
than the other conditions. The main source of uncertainty on
the GoF value is attributable to the arbitrariness of the MI set
used in the fitting process. The natural scatter of geochemical
data has an effect on the final GoF values obtained by the
method and is dependent on the quality and quantity of the MI
data used. To analyze how the relative values of GoF can vary
with the use of different MI sets, the correction method was
applied to random subgroups of the MI set, and statistical
analysis of the same surfaces of minimum GoFs was used to
estimate uncertainties, which in turn helped to assign a
minimum GoF difference that may be interpreted as a
significant difference in GoF. The correction scheme was
applied to 200 randomly generated subgroups (with no
repetitions) of the 14 MIs in the set (without counting the
initial composition) using a total of 7 to 13 MIs. To compare the
relative differences between GoF values of the different
subgroups, a relative GoF (GoF*) was calculated by setting
the minimum GoF obtained for each subgroup to GoF* � 0.
Histograms with all the GoF* values for each point in each
surface of minimum GoF* were constructed and the 68.2%
confidence interval around the median (equivalent to the
confidence interval of 1σ in a normal distribution) was
identified for each histogram. The two planes that define the

FIGURE 9 | Variation diagrams of the correctedMIs. Red circles are the uncorrectedMI compositions. The grey lines indicate the FCmodels that are below the GoF
1σ limit of Figure 8. Black lines are the FCmodels filtered by their intersection with the estimated melt fraction composition (white diamond). Blue circles are the corrected
MI compositions for each of the models defined by the black lines.
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confidence interval were plotted as the uncertainties of the GoF*
values (Figures 8C,D). There is an overlap of uncertainties of
the three oxygen buffers. The distance from the median to the
upper uncertainty limit of the minimum GoF point is 2.5 × 10−4,
which defines the range of possible solutions above the
minimum GoF. The green line around the boxes of Figures
8A,B indicate the uncertainty limit for probable solutions.

DISCUSSION

Initial Limitations
AsMushPEC relies on FC simulations using the alphaMELTS2 front
end, it has the same limitations of the rhyolite-MELTS algorithm.
Rhyolite-MELTS is unable to model some hydrous phases (e.g.,
amphibole, biotite), but for most basaltic MI sets it is expected that
such phases are not present. The success of modelling the
crystallization and composition of Fe-Ti oxides is uncertain, and
any evidence of fractionation of these minerals in the MI set (e.g.
TiO2 fractionation) would indicate that the validity of the model
output will have to be carefully considered. Fe-Ti oxides are absent in
the AK sample and the incompatible behavior of TiO2 shown by the

increasing TiO2 with differentiation indicates that Fe-Ti oxides are
not involved during fractionation and MI entrapment. The whole
rock trend from the literature indicates that Fe-Ti oxide fractionation
starts at c. 0.3 wt% K2O.

Another limitation of this methodology is that cotectic
crystallization of olivine with another mineral phase is
required. The algorithm relies on finding the closest point
between two compositional trends (the LLD of the FC model
and the olivine addition trend of a MI), and both trends must be
oblique to each other. This means that the crystallizing phase
assemblage of the FC simulation must include mineral phases like
plagioclase or pyroxene, in addition to olivine. This makes the
methodology applicable to high silica basaltic and basaltic
andesitic MI glass compositions, where olivine is not the only
phase being fractionated at the time of MI trapping.

External Constraints on MgO/FeOt and
Magmatic Implications for the AK Sample
The weak convergence of the GoF values with respect to MgO/
FeOt ratios and the strong dependence of this parameter on the
fO2 conditions make it necessary to independently constrain on

TABLE 4 | Compositional range of corrected MIs from AK using the MushPEC algorithm.

MIs SiO2 TiO2 Al2O3 FeOt MnO MgO CaO

AK-36.1 50.90–51.19 0.85–0.86 15.92–16.14 10.47–11.21 0.15–0.15 6.92–7.41 10.25–10.39
AK-153 51.51–51.78 0.92–0.93 15.50–15.66 10.56–11.23 0.19–0.19 6.66–7.02 10.23–10.33
AK-43.1 51.63–51.92 0.91–0.92 15.36–15.54 10.56–11.29 0.16–0.17 6.61–7.00 10.23–10.35
AK-47.1 52.01–52.32 0.95–0.96 14.91–15.09 11.26–12.00 0.15–0.15 6.08–6.42 9.81–9.93
AK_144 52.05–52.36 0.91–0.92 14.78–14.96 11.60–12.39 0.16–0.17 5.67–6.19 9.79–9.91
AK_149 52.40–52.72 1.01–1.03 14.73–14.92 11.74–12.51 0.22–0.22 5.46–5.97 9.55–9.67
AK-38.1 52.49–52.81 0.92–0.93 14.87–15.05 11.45–12.23 0.15–0.15 5.60–6.11 9.39–9.50
AK-135 52.77–53.09 1.05–1.06 14.33–14.51 11.59–12.35 0.18–0.19 5.39–5.89 9.45–9.56
AK-42.1 52.21–52.56 1.05–1.07 14.70–14.90 12.31–13.11 0.13–0.14 4.96–5.43 9.07–9.19
AK-39.1 52.42–52.75 1.05–1.06 14.23–14.42 11.93–12.71 0.11–0.11 5.29–5.79 9.51–9.64
AK-151 52.82–53.17 0.99–1.01 14.74–14.95 12.16–12.94 0.17–0.18 4.90–5.36 8.72–8.85
AK-43–53 52.32–52.67 0.99–1.00 14.64–14.84 12.31–13.12 0.12–0.12 4.96–5.44 9.05–9.17
AK-41.1 52.46–52.80 0.95–0.96 14.81–15.00 11.87–12.67 0.09–0.09 5.27–5.75 9.14–9.25
AK_137b 51.93–52.27 1.11–1.13 14.72–14.92 12.60–13.40 0.14–0.14 4.83–5.30 9.06–9.18
AK-143 52.02–52.32 1.03–1.04 14.91–15.09 11.68–12.42 0.12–0.12 5.69–6.07 9.56–9.68

Na2O K2O P2O5 H2O Total PEC (ol mol%) Δmass (wt%)

AK-36.1 2.17–2.20 0.23–0.23 0.10–0.10 1.13–1.30 100 -0.40 - 0.00 -1.52–-0.17
AK-153 2.07–2.09 0.23–0.23 0.13–0.14 1.17–1.33 100 -0.05 - 0.35 -0.01 - 1.05
AK-43.1 2.07–2.09 0.23–0.24 0.15–0.15 1.17–1.35 100 2.35–2.80 5.24–6.44
AK-47.1 2.23–2.25 0.27–0.27 0.09–0.09 1.35–1.51 100 0.50–0.95 1.50–2.73
AK_144 2.18–2.21 0.28–0.29 0.10–0.10 1.41–1.63 100 0.75–1.25 2.05–3.32
AK_149 1.99–2.02 0.29–0.29 0.12–0.12 1.47–1.70 100 0.65–1.15 1.92–3.20
AK-38.1 2.31–2.34 0.28–0.28 0.13–0.13 1.41–1.63 100 0.55–1.05 1.84–3.11
AK-135 2.34–2.37 0.29–0.29 0.15–0.15 1.47–1.70 100 1.40–1.90 4.18–5.46
AK-42.1 2.36–2.40 0.33–0.33 0.18–0.19 1.64–1.88 100 0.75–1.30 2.68–4.10
AK-39.1 2.44–2.47 0.31–0.31 0.16–0.16 1.53–1.76 100 4.25–4.85 10.91–12.43
AK-151 2.34–2.37 0.33–0.33 0.13–0.13 1.64–1.88 100 2.70–3.30 7.58–9.12
AK-43–53 2.42–2.45 0.33–0.33 0.17–0.17 1.64–1.88 100 4.65–5.25 12.11–13.65
AK-41.1 2.43–2.47 0.30–0.31 0.11–0.11 1.52–1.76 100 4.80–5.35 12.20–13.60
AK_137b 2.40–2.43 0.34–0.35 0.13–0.13 1.70–1.94 100 5.80–6.40 15.31–16.86
AK-143 2.20–2.23 0.29–0.29 0.11–0.11 1.47–1.63 100 4.20–4.75 10.80–12.18
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the initial MgO and FeOt concentrations and/or accurately
constrain the fO2 conditions of the melt for reliable MgO and
FeOt estimations. An option is to compare the FeOt and MgO
concentrations of the PEC-corrected MIs generated by solution
candidate FC models with other available compositions, such as
available whole rock or melt data for the same volcanic system or
genetically related MIs hosted in a different mineral phase. As
identified in this study, plagioclase-hosted MIs are open to fast
Mg-Fe re-equilibration through diffusion to the carrier melt
composition as are olivine-hosted MIs. Slower Fe-Mg diffusion
is found in clinopyroxene crystals (Müller et al., 2013) making
them a good candidate to look for the original MgO and FeOt
contents when olivine crystals have been re-equilibrated. An
indication that clinopyroxene-hosted MIs have preserved their
MgO/FeOt ratios is the presence of sharp zonation textures in
clinopyroxene hosts. Clinopyroxene-hosted MIs have not been
found in the AK sample due to the scarcity and small size of
available phenocrysts, but clear zonation patterns in observed
phenocrysts may indicate that storage times where not long
enough to re-equilibrate clinopyroxene-hosted MIs.

Even though a genetic relationship between the carrier melt
and the MIs is unlikely due to discrepancies in their CaO
contents (see above), the compositional similarity of the other
oxides makes it probable that the FeOt and MgO contents are
close to the original MI contents at the moment of entrapment.
The probable solutions found in the previous section were
filtered so that the probable model LLDs fall close to the carrier
melt composition in the FeOt vs K2O variation diagram.
Figure 9 shows variation diagrams with the filtered solution
LLDs and corrected MI compositions. As predicted by the
variation diagrams of the uncorrected MIs, low Al2O3 MIs
are almost unaffected by PEC, but their FeOt concentrations
are corrected towards an ascending trend with differentiation,
in agreement with what is seen for the groundmass glass
compositions and with what is expected for tholeiitic basalts
that have not started fractionating Fe-Ti oxides. Table 4 shows
the range of compositions and PEC predicted by MushPEC. All
estimated compositions can be found in the Supplementary
Material. PEC corrected values were also calculated using
Petrolog (see Supplementary Material). Results show similar

FIGURE 10 | Proportions of fractionated phases of the FC models at different f O2
conditions. Colored areas indicate the GoF value behavior of the FC models with

changes in the mineral proportions. Red colors indicate lower GoF values (good fits), whereas blue colors indicate high GoF values (bad fits). Grey circles indicate the
mineral assemblage of the solutions of the PEC corrections before filtering by the FeOt content of the AKmelt fraction. Plg � plagioclase, Ol � olivine, Px � clinopyroxene +
orthopyroxene, Cpx � clinopyroxene, Opx � orthopyroxene, Sp � spinel.
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amounts of PEC in mol% of olivine at the QFM oxygen buffer,
but consistently higher in c. 0.3 to 1.3 mol% of olivine in the
Petrolog results. As olivine compositions are very similar and
no detailed compositional profiles were produced for the MIs in
this study, the FeOt value for the correction was set to the
highest FeOt in the set (11.56 wt% for AK-36.1). This generated
a horizontal trend for MgO and FeOt in the variation diagrams,
contrasting with the increasing and decreasing trends estimated
with MushPEC for FeOt and MgO, respectively. This result
suggests that complete re-equilibration during storage had little
effect on the amount of total PEC before ascent and eruption;
similar to what its shown by the model in Figure 1, where PEC
suffered during slow cooling is compensated by PEM, which is
triggered by re-equilibration during storage.

Water contents and temperatures at entrapment of the most
primitive MI in the set (at c. 51 wt% SiO2) predicted by MushPEC
are c. 1.2 wt% H2O and c. 1150 °C, reaching c. 1.8 wt% H2O and c.
1100 °C at the most differentiated MIs (c. 52.3 wt% SiO2).
However, the presence of some plagioclase compositions
greater than An90, significantly higher than those predicted by
MELTS (up to An84), suggests that some plagioclase antecrysts
are grown at higher H2O contents and greater pressures levels
within the Akita-Komagatake plumbing system, as envisaged by
Kuritani et al. (2019). They predicted considerably higher H2O
contents and lower temperatures for the same Akita-Komagatake
unit using MIs trapped in high-Ca plagioclase (c. An90),
estimating c. 4.4 wt% H2O and c. 990 °C at c. 52.8 wt% SiO2.
These anorthitic plagioclases could have been carried up to the
shallow mush storage region where the MIs we modelled were
entrapped. Therefore, the water contents of the magmas
estimated by Kuritani et al. (2019) may represent those at
deeper levels before the equilibration at the shallow levels at c.
120-150 MPa.

The mineral assemblage fractionated during crystallization
of the melt can be estimated from the mineral assemblage
fractionated in the FC models. Figure 10 shows the behavior of
the GoF with respect to the mineral assemblage fractionated
from the most primitive to the most differentiated MI in the set.
The best fit solutions are found at c. 50–55 wt% plagioclase,
with c. 30–40 wt% clinopyroxene and c. 10 to 20 wt% olivine,
without any orthopyroxene or Fe-Ti oxides. The mineral phases
present in the AK sample are the same as the phases appearing
in the model, but the low clinopyroxene : olivine ratio of the AK
sample contrasts with the high abundance of clinopyroxene
over olivine in the modelled mineral assemblage. This
discrepancy could be generated by different magmatic
processes. For example, preferential clinopyroxene melting
during infiltration of the accumulated crystals by the new
magma batch can deplete the crystal cargo of clinopyroxene.
The FC models show that plagioclase crystallization starts
before clinopyroxene suggesting that during magma
recharge, clinopyroxene would be the most unstable mineral
phase. Other explanations include mush zone phase assemblage
heterogeneity or preferential uptake of plagioclase and olivine
during remobilization and ascent.

CONCLUSION

MushPEC can be used to successfully estimate PEC-corrected
MI compositions from a set of genetically related MIs hosted in
antecrystic olivine by fitting the MI compositions to FC models.
A major implication of the development of this methodology is
that it expands the universe of MI data that can be used for
studying the compositions of primary magmas and their volatile
contents.

The strong dependency of the MgO/FeOt of the corrected MI
compositions on small changes in fO2 and the weak convergence
of the solution with respect to MgO/FeOt ratios make it necessary
to have external constraint on MgO/FeOt of the MIs at the
moment of entrapment.

MushPEC takes advantage of the rhyolite-MELTS algorithm
to estimate crystallization conditions of the magma batch that
fractionated the studied antecrysts, including pressure, H2O
content and fO2 conditions. Estimations of the mineral
assemblage produced during the differentiation path of the
MIs can also be recovered from the output.

The olivine-hosted MIs from the AK sample were trapped
during a fractional crystallization process at shallow depths (c.
125–150 MPa), low water contents (c. 1–2 wt% H2O) and fO2

conditions near the QFM buffer.
MushPEC is limited in its applicability to natural systems. It

is applicable to magmatic systems where FC is the dominant
differentiation process, where its crystallization conditions can
be reproduced with the rhyolite-MELTS algorithm and where
external constrains on the MgO/FeOt ratio or fO2 conditions
are available. This study also highlights the importance of
assessing the antecrystic nature of some olivine-hosted MIs to
make accurate interpretations of the magmatic conditions.
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